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Staff has prepared this memorandum to Committee to provide background on the
discussions regarding Bill 148- Fair workplaces, Better Jobs Act, 2017.
Background
On June 1, 2017, the Ontario Government introduced Bill 148, Fair Workplaces and
Better Jobs Act, (the Bill) in response to the Final Report of the Changing Workplaces
Review (the Report).
The findings of the Report provided a comprehensive look at how the workplace and the
economy has changed over the course of a generation. It also considered some of the
factors influencing these changes including technology, growth of the service sector and
what defines employment.
The Bill proposes a series of amendments to the Employment Standards Act, the
Labour Relations Act and several other pieces of legislation governing labour and
employment across all sectors in Ontario. The proposed changes cover a range of
areas including:
•

an increase to the general minimum wage to $14 per hour on January 1, 2018
and later to $15 per hour on January 1, 2019;

•

equal pay for equal work among casual, part-time, temporary, seasonal and
Temporary Help Agency employees, with some exceptions; and

•

new scheduling rules related to minimum hours of paid work, notification of shifts,
and shift cancellations.
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Throughout July and August 2017, the Standing Committee on Finance and Economic
Affairs (the Committee) met to consider the Bill. Interested stakeholders had the
opportunity to present or provide written comments to the Committee. Organizations,
including Association of Municipalities of Ontario (AMO), the Ontario Chamber of
Commerce, and various labour groups and not-for-profits appeared before the
Committee and made submissions for consideration.
On October 18, 2017, the Bill was referred back to the Committee for further
consideration. A second round of public hearings was conducted from October 30 –
November 2, 2017. Stakeholders again had the opportunity to present or provide written
comments to the Committee. On November 16, 2017 the Committee will reconvene for
clause-by-clause consideration of the Bill.
AMO’s October 31st, 2017 submission (attached) identified the concerns of the
municipal sector as an employer given the wide range of mandated services provided
and the potential for significant unintended cost consequences. AMO did not provide
comments on the minimum wage increase or the potential impacts on the business
community.
On October 4, the Chambers of Commerce and Boards of Trade in York Region
represented by the Newmarket and Vaughan Chambers of Commerce accompanied by
individual industry representatives met with the Regional Chair and staff regarding Bill
148. Subsequently, the Newmarket Chamber of Commerce, on behalf of all the Boards
and Chambers in York Region, deputed at the November 2, 2017 Committee of the
Whole and submitted a resolution regarding the Bill for consideration.
Staff have found that a few Chambers of Commerce across Ontario have deputed at
municipal councils and submitted resolutions for consideration. In all cases reviewed,
the municipal councils received the Chamber communications. Where municipal
councils did pass resolutions, they requested that Ontario conduct further consultation
and economic impact analysis prior to the implementation of the Bill.
Numerous municipalities across Ontario have discussed and or passed resolutions
regarding the Bill. A link to the Association of Municipal Managers, Clerks and
Treasurers of Ontario (AMCTO) website identifying these discussions and resolutions
can be found here. Within York Region four municipalities (Aurora, Georgina, Markham
and Newmarket) were identified as having discussed the matter.

York Region’s interest in Bill 148
Regional staff reviewed the Changing Workplaces Review and has been monitoring the
Bill, and plans to bring forward a communication to Council once the Bill had been
finalized through the legislative process. The concerns expressed by the business
community are balanced by the social services context of the Region’s business.
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From a municipal perspective, there are four areas of interest for the Region on this
issue:
•

The Region as an employer- Regional staff plan on bringing communication
forward on the impacts of Bill 148 in the New Year once the legislation has
passed. As noted in the AMO submission, municipalities including York Region
would be impacted in various ways by Bill 148

•

The Region as a service system manager – with responsibilities for overseeing
provincial child care funding, the Region will have to assess the impacts on
grants to child care centres, boosting wages of child care staff and subsidies to
families for child care services

•

The Region as a social services provider the Region’s social assistance,
employment assistance, subsidized housing and other related supports may
see changes in client volumes and/or amount of support needed is engaged in
programs and services that support persons at the lower end of the wage scale
that would be positively impacted by various aspects of the Bill. These impacts
will be included in the staff report planned for Council’s consideration

•

The Region as place to do business- in reviewing the material and resolution
from the Chambers and Boards, they have identified potential job loss impacts
across multiple industry segments of the Region’s economy

In addition, as presented in the October 31 AMO submission, the Province has
indicated that municipal governments were not the intended targets of this Bill.

Summary
York Region has a number of areas of interest with respect of Bill 148; as a top
employer, a provider of social services and as a great place to do business. Should
Committee of the Whole wish to pass a resolution, staff recommend a balanced
approach that recognizes all of the Region’s interests.

_____________________________
Dino Basso
Commissioner, Corporate Services

______________________________
Joy Hulton
Regional Solicitor, Legal and Court Services
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Bruce Macgregor, CAO
Lina Bigioni, Chief of Staff
Katherine Chislett, Commissioner, Community and Health Services
Sharon Kennedy, Executive Director, Human Resources
Chris Raynor, Regional Clerk

Attachment 1

Bill 148 - Fair Workplaces,
Better Jobs Act, 2017
Submission to the Standing Committee on Finance and
Economic Affairs
October 31, 2017

AMO President’s Presentation:
The Association of Municipalities of Ontario (AMO) appreciates the opportunity to contribute to
your deliberations about Bill 148 and the protection of precarious workers.
Municipal employers have been told repeatedly throughout the Bill 148 discussion that municipal
governments were not the intended targets of this Bill. That said, we need to tell you that unless
there are specific amendments to this Bill made through your Committee process, municipal
governments will be greatly harmed in our provision of vital municipal services necessary for the
health and safety of communities.
The municipal order of government employs approximately 250,000 people. One in 30 employed
Ontarians works for a municipal government. 70% of municipal workplaces are unionized, working
under collective agreements. Much of the remaining 30% function under agreements that mirror
collective agreements. These agreements address the vast majority of the Employment Standards
Act items raised in Bill 148 already. Municipal governments are employers of choice- we pay good
wages and good benefit packages and we provide stable employment throughout the province.
Municipal governments have achieved this standing despite the fact that for almost half of the
municipalities, a 1% property tax increase raises $50,000 or less.
Municipal governments are in the midst of their 2018 budgeting processes right now and many are
looking at the impacts of Bill 148 for 2018 and beyond. You have likely seen some media coverage
on this. One member- a small urban community in southwest Ontario- has estimated that Bill 148
will have a $2 million impact, just in the first year. Another community of 50,000 north of Toronto
has estimated that it will be an additional $500,000 to put into place the Bill 148 provisions for 2018
with further impacts in 2019. A large city in the GTA, has estimated that it will cost them $1.3 million
to implement Bill 148 next year.
Municipal governments have property taxes as their primary revenue source and we are not
permitted to run operating deficits, which the other two orders of government can. Bill 148, if not
amended, will force municipal governments to either greatly increase property taxes, reduce local
services or have to do both. This despite the fact that municipal governments have bargained fairly
with its employees throughout the years for items that are being asked to be paid for again through
this proposed legislation. This is particularly true for the on-call provisions (s. 21.4).
There are four priority amendments that AMO seeks to be able to deliver the statutory obligations
that municipal governments are required to provide.
1. First we ask Section 21.4, which requires three hours pay for on call wages, be amended to
provide an exemption for municipal government or local board employees who are required to
be on call to provide statutory public safety services. Some of these employees are already
compensated in other ways (such as higher salaries, time off in lieu etc.). Others are subject to
on call provisions of a collective agreement.
As an example, this one proposed change alone will have a system impact of approximately $2
million annually for just one front-line paramedic to be on-call for each of the 52 EMS services in
the province.
This is an exemption that would need to be well beyond just emergency services (police, fire,
paramedics). This would include water operations, public works, long term care, child care,
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emergency management, municipal airport operations, public health etc. Think if a tornado or a
major flood hit a community- what municipal staff would be needed to work for public safety
reasons?
Therefore, we are asking for a complete exemption for s. 21.4 for municipal government and
local board employees who are required to be on call to provide the full range of statutory
public safety services.
2. Further, Section 21.4 needs to clarify that this exemption extends to supervisory and
management employees with respect to paid on-call. We have been told that that an exemption
for supervisory management employees with respect to paid on-call was intended; however, we
understand its absence may have been a legal drafting oversight in the Bill. We would ask that
this is fixed in the Committee’s clause by clause work.
3. Section 42.1 is particularly problematic for the municipal sector. This clause speaks to equal pay
for equal work, an issue municipal governments dealt with years ago under pay and
employment equity requirements. However, the manner in which it is framed in the Bill would
destabilize composite fire departments where both full time and volunteer fire fighters work.
Again, we don’t believe this was intentional, however, it will have massive impacts on volunteer
firefighters if not amended.
About half the 400 municipal fire departments in Ontario are composite fire services of both full
time and volunteers. Volunteer fire fighters do not attend the workplace for a shift, rather they
are on a call-in list. When a fire occurs, they are notified and if they are able to leave their
normal employment, they do so to attend and suppress a fire. It is completely their choice to
come to a fire or not- this is what makes them volunteers. However, the Bill is not clear enough
to understand if Section 42.1 applies to them or not. A clear exemption is needed and there is
solid rationale.
Volunteer fire fighters are different because:
i. The Canada Revenue Service sees any payment to a volunteer firefighter as an honourium,
not pay.
ii. They have different conditions of any work in that they are on a call-list rather than being
on-call.
If this full exemption is not provided, it will force over at least 100 municipal governments to
reconsider what fire services will be provided (such as suppression services) to their residents
and business over the basic Fire Protection and Prevention Act (FPPA) requirements of fire
prevention education and fire inspection.
4. Finally, municipal governments are subject to some 200 pieces of legislation. Many of which
have statutory obligations to sustain public safety. The bill needs to specifically state that Bill 148
requirements do not over-ride statutory obligations that municipal governments are required to
provide for public safety.
We do appreciate that Section 21.5, with respect to refusing a call-in due to short notice, was
amended in the Committee’s August deliberations so that now it will not prevent municipal staff
responding and coming in to work due to an emergency or to remedy or reduce a threat to public
safety.
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In summary, we support the intent of Bill 148, we know that there are negative social costs for
individuals and communities when people have precarious employment and do not have a living
wage. Municipal governments are the front line for the delivery of social housing and services.
We also need to note there are many other legislative changes that municipal governments would
like as outlined in our July submission to the Standing Committee, such as the impact on seasonal
and casual workers in our parks/recreation programs and in our long-term care homes. However, in
this submission, we have focused on the most significant amendments municipal governments
require.
We have provided proposed language for the four key amendments in an appendix to this
submission to enable us to provide the same level of service for those statutory municipal public
safety services as we are able to do now.
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Bill 148, Fair Workplaces, Better Jobs Act, 2017
AMO’s Key Recommendations for ESA Amendments
1. Exempt municipal staff performing emergency services from on call payments
2. Exempt municipal management staff from on call payments
Minimum pay for being on call
21.4 (1) An employer shall pay an employee wages equal to the employee’s regular rate for
three hours of work if the employee is on call to work and the employee,
(a) is not required to work; or
(b) is required to work but works less than three hours, despite being available to work longer.
Limit
(2) Subsection (1) only requires an employer to pay an employee a minimum of three hours of pay
during a twenty-four hour period beginning at the start of the first time during that period that the
employee is on call, even if the employee is on call multiple times during those twenty-four hours.
Collective agreement prevails
(3) If a collective agreement that is in effect on January 1, 2019 contains a provision that addresses
payment for being on call and there is a conflict between the provision of the collective agreement
and this section, the provision of the collective agreement prevails.
Same, limit
(4) Subsection (3) ceases to apply on the earlier of the date the collective agreement expires and
January 1, 2020.
Exemptions
(5) Subsections (1) (3) and (4) do not apply to municipal or local board employees when
called in to meet statutory obligations to sustain public safety and public health.
(6) Subsection (1) does not apply to municipal employees whose work is supervisory or
managerial in character to meet statutory obligations to sustain public safety and public
health.
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3. Exempt volunteer firefighters from the provisions of this proposed Act
42.1 (1) No employer shall pay an employee at a rate of pay less than the rate paid to another
employee of the employer because of a difference in employment status when,
(a) they perform substantially the same kind of work in the same establishment;
(b) their performance requires substantially the same skill, effort and responsibility; and
(c) their work is performed under similar working conditions.
Exception
(2) Subsection (1) does not apply when the difference in the rate of pay is made on the basis of,
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

a seniority system;
a merit system;
a system that measures earnings by quantity or quality of production; or
any other factor other than sex or employment status
being a volunteer fire fighter

4. Clarify that public health and safety legislation takes priority over the provisions of this
proposed Act
Primacy of Public Safety over the provisions of ESA
Conflict
XX.

In the event of conflict between the provisions of this and any other general or special Act,
the provisions of the Act that offers protection to public health and safety shall prevail.
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